


TECHNOGRAFIA LTD is a communications and language 
solutions company.

Trusted partner to local and international companies such as 
Hellenic Bank, TERUMO BCT, Hyundai Rotem, IASO Group, Beat
Mobility Services, Hundegger, Nipponia and more.

Originally founded in 2007 by freelance linguists.

Remains a linguist-run translation agency to this day.

TECHNOGRAFIA defined
 



|  Technical translation

|  Software localization

|  Interpretation

|  Multimedia DTP

Our offerings



We translate

medical devices and life sciences

technical manuals

consumer electronics

sales and marketing collateral

processes and procedures

software, apps & websites

legal & financial documents
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Unlike many translation agencies,

TECHNOGRAFIA LTD differentiates itself

in that clients are able to work with 

expert linguists rather than

file-handling account managers.

The Competitive Advantage



Our process is clear

Customer
The Customer contacts  TECHNOGRAFIA LTD 

and assigns a project to be translated

Project Manager/Linguist
The Project Manager/Linguist coordinates,

translates and/or reviews the project in direct

contact with the client and/or the linguists.

Deliverables
All deliverables are undergoing internal checks 

by the responsible inhouse Project Manager

Linguist based on each client’s requirements.
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Our QA is stringent
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Linguistic Quality 
Assurance Process A stringent, multi-step Quality Assurance process 

that requires expert linguists as well as 

technological tools.



Our well-known clients include banks, law firms, motorcycle and 

automobile manufacturers, pharmaceutical packaging plants,

medical devices manufacturers, robot systems manufacturers, 

consumer electronics manufacturers, e-commerce companies, 

software developers and many more.

Clients 



1In case we require text translated into Greek, we always turn to TECHNOGRAFIA LTD. Within the past couple 

of years of cooperation, we have received only positive experience. IT-oriented texts are always competent, 

professionally written and have high-quality in every detail. We intend to continue working with this company. 

Recommended to all!

Aleksei Ivanov, Leader Telecom B.V., The Netherlands

Client Testimonials



2We were looking for a partner to translate a mission-critical document from English to Greek. We had 

extremely high standards, as this is a very technical document whose target audience is our distributors and 

customers. We were very satisfied with TECHNOGRAFIA LTD and the services they provided. Indeed, they are 

very professional and engaged in providing high quality translation. The results are convincing: our in-country 

reviewer, a technical engineer, was extremely impressed! TECHNOGRAFIA LTD ranks amongst the top 

language companies we have ever worked with! We know we can trust TECHNOGRAFIA LTD with the 

most critical projects.

Adeline HUITELEC, Sales and Marketing Industry Market - Southern Europe, NTN-SNR 
Roulements, France

Client Testimonials



We manufacture many systems that are being sold abroad. In our quest for professional translation firm, we 

found TECHNOGRAFIA LTD. They have already been supporting us for over 10 years and proved right from the 

start that they always respected delivery times and we could rely completely on them. We are happy to keep 

working with TECHNOGRAFIA LTD in the future!

Katrin Schmitt, Bausch + Ströbel Maschinenfabrik Ilshofen GmbH+Co. KG 3Client Testimonials



6 Vassili Kouli Str., Office 203, 

CY-4155, Limassol, Cyprus

www.tec hnograf ia.com

E: info@technografia.com

T: 00357-25030743

Cyprus
223 Syngrou Ave., GR-171 21,

Nea Smirni, Athens, Greece

www.technograf ia.com

E: info@technografia.com

T: 0030-2109355646

Greece

Where to find the team


